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How to crochet a granny square coat

So you’ve whipped up a beautiful batch of granny squares, and now you’re not sure what to do with them? To celebrate the upcoming Granny Square Day, we’ve rounded up these fun granny square projects to show you how to turn your squares into cosy homewares and must-wear accessories. If you’re
only just starting out on your crochet journey, catch up with the basics with our guide to How to make a granny square. And if you’re looking for individual square patterns, you can find loads of them in our Free Granny Squares Patterns post! Main image = Hannah Cross’s Square Flair jumper as featured
in Simply Crochet magazine  Join a bunch of granny squares and add a strap for this handy out-and-about bag – use it for storing your latest crochet project or taking with you to the shops. Use our free granny square bag pattern as a crochet handbag or crochet market bag, your belongings will be safe
with granny square style! All you need is six squares per foot to make these cosiest of homespun slippers – to hook up your own check out our Free Granny Square Slippers Pattern by Fran Morgan. Carmen Heffernan’s All Squared Away Scarf mixes all the vintage granny square vibes with a bold colour
palette for the cosiest of Autumn-ready crochet patterns. Get the free pattern here. All Squared Up Scarf © Carmen Heffernan Crochet a rainbow-full of colour to instantly cheer up nurseries, sofas and picnics with our free granny square baby blanket crochet pattern, designed by Becky Skuse for Simply
Crochet magazine. If you fancy using your love of granny squares to make a super-special garment, then you’ll love this fabulous fringed top by Emma Leith. If you’re felling confident you could even incorporate your favourite granny square in place of the main granny motif. You can find the free granny
square fringed top crochet pattern here. Is it a blanket? Is it a cardigan? Actually, it’s both! This fab free pattern by HanJanCrochet transforms the classic granny square blanket into a super-comfy cardigan, perfect for cool summer evenings! You can find the Free Granny Square Blanket Cardigan Pattern
here. Our very own Matt Spiers shows you how to whip up a batch of mini squares and join them into a one-of-a-kind backpack with his Mini Motif Backpack Crochet Pattern (first featured in Simply Crochet, issue 75) Give your kitchen an instant hit of vintage vibes with this modern crochet potholder in
monochrome yarns – find out how to make your own over at Mama In a Stitch. Convert your squares into reusable decorations which you can use again and again to celebrate all year round – this granny square bunting pattern by Salena Baca Crochet is a beautiful way to adorn your home, party or
workspace with a cheerful crochet touch. Granny Square Bunting by Salena Baca Crochet It’s no wonder designer Bethany Hudson is a lover of bumblebees! Her hexagon-inspired mitts pattern is a perfect stash-buster if you have small odds and ends of yarn leftover in your stash that need using up.
Find the pattern in her Ravelry store. If you’re looking for a way to show off your crochet literally everywhere you go, this is the pattern for you. This roomy Martha handbag by Lilia Craft Party on Etsy is an easy-t0-follow pattern with a full colour chart and it’s as pretty as it is practical. Make your grannies
into the Martha Handbag and take them with you where you go. Oh hi there cutest ever granny square idea. Whip up these mini squares and turn them into DIY crochet earrings with this free pattern by Whistle & Ivy. Whistle and Ivy will convert you to making all your granny squares miniature ones with
this sweet DIY Whip up a batch of 5 mini granny squares and join them at the seams to make these mini crochet baskets by Vika Moka – find her guest post free crochet pattern over on the This Little Street blog. Wether you work in an office or curled up on the sofa, your space will thank you for giving it
an instant yarn-based refresh! This is such a simple idea but so effective! Turn your grannies into cute pouches to store earphones and notions – Mikaela Bates shows you how with this crochet pouch pattern over on Ravelry. Make a sweet crochet pouch with Mikaela Bates’s pattern on Ravelry Who
doesn’t want to make their very own matching dog bed and bandana out of granny squares? Joann are offering this free downloadable PDF pattern by Lily Sugar and Cream to show you how it’s done. Crochet a dog bed! Yes!!! You know you want to… We’re loving the whimsical vibes of Lulu Loves’
granny square cushion topped off with a flower motif. It makes a lovely handmade gift idea or stocking filler or use up odds and ends of yarn to make one for your own sewing stash. Who knew at the start of this year that Harry Styles would turn crochet cardies into a TikTok sensation? We’ve known they
were cool for years so glad to see social media is catching on. Want to make your own? We love this Crochet Vintage Sweater Pattern by Maggie Weldon  on Ravelry. Vintage Sweater Crochet Cardigan by Maggie Wheldon – get the pattern on Ravelry So you’ve mastered the basic granny square and
are looking for ways to show off your squares around your home? Go classic with this beginner-friendly pattern for making a granny square cushion from You Say I Crochet. Granny Square Crochet Cushion Pattern © You Say I Crochet Evoke Seventies vibes and hippy chic with Emma Leith’s Beaded
Curtain Crochet Pattern – topped with row-upon-row of (you guessed it)… colour-popping granny squares! Oh ho ho we couldn’t resist throwing a little festive make into this round-up! If you’re looking to switch up your basic squares, try granny rounds and turn them into unique Christmas baubles. Find
this Granny Christmas Bauble pattern by Sew Silly Lily over on Ravelry. Hooks at the ready. We’re feeling festive with this crochet bauble © Sew Silly Lily Nothing beats granny square designs for easy ways to add warm touches to any room, and we love this simple but cosy idea of making a Granny
Collage Lampshade by Carmen Jorissen over at New Leaf Designs. Turn your squares a Lampshade with vintage vibes with New Leaf Designs. We’ve found a lot of awesome garments made out of granny squares on our quest for the perfect Granny Square Project but this stylish cropped jacket by
Theodora Goes Wild on Ravelry is one of our absolute favourites. We’re not sure if it’s the sleeves, the pom pom trim or the yarn shades she’s used but the whole combo makes this a deserving addition to our Granny Square DIY round-up. We can’t wait to hook up this bright jacket by Theodora Goes
Wild If you’re not quite ready to brave a full garment, Sara Huntington has got the perfect beginner solution for how to show off your squares in style. Download the pattern for her Granny Square Scarf  to enjoy an easy project that turns your finished squares into a scarf that wows. No Granny Square
inspiration round up would be complete without the ultimate in crochet projects (and ultimate family heirloom) – a baby blanket. Find the free pattern for this Granny Rectangle Baby Blanket over at Yarnspirations. Welcome new arrivals with this classic crochet pattern from Yarnspirations This granny
square pencil case pattern is the perfect way to add a homespun touch to your desk or school supplies. Find the pattern by Hilde Ropstad over on Ravelry. The beauty of this cute crochet bracelet project is all you need are a few mini squares to make it, so it’s a great stash buster. Find out how to make
your own over at Speckless Blog. Find the tutorial for this quick-to-make crochet bracelet over at Speckless Blog Try a nifty way to turn to add a subtle splash of crochet to your outfit with these Granny Boot Cuffs. Get the pattern by Lullaby Lodge on Ravelry. These boots are made for walking – add these
DIY boot cuffs with the crochet pattern by Lullaby Lodge Gwen Buttke McGannon’s granny square necklace pattern was featured in issue 92 of Simply Crochet magazine last December, and (happy days!) now it’s available to download on Ravelry. Wear your grannies with pride Hannah Cross’s Square
Flair jumper was first featured in Simply Crochet magazine and is the ultimate in Granny Square fashion. Get the pattern on your hooks sharpish with her instant Ravelry download. Watch Maggie review this beautiful Granny Square Coat Crochet Pattern! Design By: Maggie Weldon Skill Level: Easy Size:
To fit chest measurement: 32" (36", 40", 44", 48") Pattern is written for Small, with Medium, Large, XL and 2-XL in parentheses. For Example: Small (Medium, Large, XL, 2-XL) Materials: Yarn Needle; For Small & Medium - Sport Weight Yarn:            Off-White - 10½ oz, 546 yd (297 g, 500 m)            
Various Colors - small amounts of each. For Large, XL and 2-XL - Worsted Weight Yarn:              Off-White - 14 oz, 728 yd (396 g, 666 m)             Various Colors - small amounts of each. Crochet Hook: For Small - Size E-4 (3.50 mm); For Medium - Size F-5 (3.75 mm); For Large - Size G-6 (4.25 mm);
For XL - Size H-8 (5.00 mm); For 2-XL - Size I-9 (5.50 mm); or sizes needed to obtain gauge. Gauge: For Small - Each block = 4" square For Medium - Each block = 4½" square For Large - Each block = 5" square For XL - Each block = 5½" square For 2-XL - Each block = 6" square Granny Square Coat
Crochet Pattern Every fashionista dreams of starting the next trend – and now you can be the leading edge of fashion when you crochet this beautiful crochet pattern for the fashionista in your life – especially if that's you! The Granny Square Coat crochet pattern can be as funky or as chic as you want,
just pick out your unique color palette to create a trendsetting, one-of-a-kind piece.  You can use up your yarn scraps and make each square different for a more colorful look, choose your favorite color and make a bold statement, pick a neutral to make it an uber versatile accessory, or make one of each
to be paired with every outfit you own! Perfect for any season, the Granny Square Coat crochet pattern is light enough for a springtime outing yet cozy enough for a cold winter day. Women of all ages will love the versatility of this wardrobe-completing essential. Granny Squares are sure to be "in" with this
beautiful coat – so you better get started today on this latest fashion statement because you won't want to miss out! MAKE THIS CROCHET PATTERN FOR A BEAUTIFUL GIFT!
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